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Look for the helpers.
You will always find
people who are helping.
-Mr. Rogers

A Blood Supply in Danger Amid the COVID-19 Pandemic
In frightening times, the beloved Mr. Rogers always
told us to look for the helpers.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, mobile blood drives
have decreased by more than half compared to last
year.
But helpers like you can save lives.

You can make a difference to your neighbors.
You can be the helper. With unity and
compassion, we will get through this together.
Donate online now with one click at
bloodsciencefoundation.org/donate/.
Please be a good neighbor.

If you can donate blood, please do so now.
If you cannot, please help your community with
a financial donation to Blood Science Foundation.

This issue is dedicated to all health care workers who are on the front lines of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Your heroic efforts are greatly appreciated.

FROM THE PRESIDENT

A Blood Supply in Danger
Against the backdrop of the COVID-19 pandemic, canceled blood
drives and critical shortages at blood banks should make the need
for a safe, reliable blood supply and ongoing blood-related
research a higher priority for all.

		

A dependable blood supply means doctors can treat ill or critically
injured patients while also not being required to cancel elective
surgeries and procedures. Doctors can fulfill their purpose of
improving and/or saving lives. They can make miracles happen,
miracles that many count on for the health and welfare of
their neighborhoods.

The mission of Blood Science Foundation is to raise funds that help Vitalant provide an
adequate blood supply to hospital and health care partners in Chicagoland, western
Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and West Virginia.
With these funds, Vitalant purchases blood products, buys new equipment, launches
awareness campaigns and awards scholarship funding to schools that host blood
drives. We are also a driving force behind vital blood-related research.
In this issue of Lifelines, we recognize the unsung heroes of the nursing profession and
share the inspiring stories of young people whose philanthropic efforts are making a big
difference in their communities. We’ll introduce you to the newest members of our
board of directors and offer the perspective of a renowned Chicago surgeon on the
importance of blood donations. We also recognize all monetary donors in this issue.
We cannot forget the social distancing associated with the COVID-19 pandemic that
separates us. Blood Science Foundation continues to work harder than ever to bridge
the gap between blood donors and patients for the safety and well-being of all.
Please, stay safe and healthy.
Sincerely,

Mark J. Giaquinto
President and Chief Financial Officer
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HEARTBEAT

A Sneak Peek at
the Future
NextUp Awards Highlight
Chicagoland’s Youngest
Philanthropists
True inspiration was on full display this winter at
Blood Science Foundation’s second annual NextUp
Awards, held on March 11, 2020, at The Drake
Hotel in Chicago. Parents, teachers, foundation
stakeholders and community members gathered
for the dinner and awards ceremony to recognize
Chicago’s youngest philanthropists.
Sponsored by Blood Science Foundation and
launched in 2019, The NextUp Awards provides
monetary awards to deserving young people across
Chicagoland who have shown a transformative
commitment to their communities – through
fundraising, the development of charitable programs,
volunteering, leadership and philanthropy.
“If this year’s crop of finalists and winners is
any indication, our future is in good hands,” said
Mark Giaquinto, president and CFO of Blood Science
Foundation. “These young people have already
learned a valuable lesson at a very young age:
Helping their neighbors and their community can
generate immense satisfaction and fulfillment, and it
can serve as the catalyst for positive change.”
A committee appointed by Blood Science
Foundation chose ten finalists from students

who were nominated throughout the area. This
year, we were thrilled to receive twice the number
of nominations from last year. Competing in three
separate age groups, the ten finalists attended the
dinner to learn if they had been selected as
the winner.
This year’s winners are well on their way to
making a difference:
•

Alexandrine Harig (12 and under winner) wants
people across the globe to have better access
to clean water. She was recognized by Water
for Life as its first Youth Humanitarian Award
winner for her efforts, which included organizing
a successful charity day at her school. To date,
Alexandrine has raised funds to supply 126
million gallons of water to those in need.

•

Jacob Canvin (13 to 15 winner), founder of
Jacob’s Toy Drive, learned that volunteering in
his community can bring smiles to the faces
of young kids. Fueled by this, Jacob first
collected toys for less fortunate children in his
neighborhood who might not otherwise have
received a holiday gift. Jacob recently organized
a basketball tournament and toy drive that
netted 100 toys for his community.

•

Perry Harig (16 to 18 winner), founder of
the Sandwich Squad, believes that no one in
his community should go hungry. He started
by baking homemade goods to be served at
Catholic Charities dinners for the poor. With the
help of friends, the Sandwich Squad now packs
60 brown bag lunches that are delivered to
Catholic Charities every week during the summer.
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“What these young people have done is
awe-inspiring,” said Sunny Chico, Vitalant and
Blood Science Foundation board member.

Proceeds from The NextUp Awards support
Vitalant’s High School Scholarship Program
for Chicagoland schools that host blood drives.

“Whether they were focusing
attention on a problem half-way
across the globe or working to
do something meaningful right
in their backyard, they applied
their time and talents to make it
happen. We’re proud to highlight
their accomplishments and to
help them open their next
chapter in life.”

Sponsors for the event included the following
organizations and individuals:

The three winners each received a $2,500
monetary award from the Blood Science
Foundation to further their education or to invest
in their philanthropic programs. All other finalists
received a $500 award for the same purpose.
“Choosing the finalists and the winners was no
easy task,” added Sunny, also Chairperson of
the NextUp Awards Selection Committee. “We
continue to marvel at the inventiveness and
dedication of Chicagoland’s young people. And
there is no doubt that this year’s finalists and
winners are destined for great things.”
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ProGuide
CDW
Swedish Covenant Health
Faegre Drinker
Microsoft
Vitalant
Gery and Sunny Chico
Bob and Nancy Cole
Hall Render Killian Heath & Lyman
Nike B. Whitcomb Associates, Inc.
PFM Asset Management
Wintrust

INFOCUS

Unsung Heroes
Nurses Recognized for Their Dedication
Whether they are taking vitals
in a doctor’s office or caring for
a patient’s every need in
a hospital, nurses are at the
forefront of helping loved ones
recover from an illness or
battle a disease.
Blood Science Foundation
joined Pittsburgh Magazine in
honoring these unsung heroes
at the magazine’s 2019
Excellence in Nursing Awards,
held at the Omni William Penn
Hotel on December 4, 2019.
The foundation served as
the nonprofit partner of
the event.
“Nurses are the bridge
between you and your doctor,
a critical part of the team that

helps you or someone you
love to heal and get back to
life. They make a difference in
hundreds of lives,” - said Mark
Giaquinto, president and CFO
of Blood Science Foundation,
who offered remarks at the
awards event. “To the men and
women in this room who are
being honored for ‘Excellence
in Nursing,’ thank you. Thank
you for your expertise, your
commitment, for the honor
you bring to your profession
and for everything you
do to deliver care
and compassion.”
Pittsburgh Magazine
also featured the nurses
honored at the event in
its December edition.
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INFOCUS

A Surgeon’s Perspective
The Importance of Giving Blood
Dr. Daniel Laich is a neurosurgeon at Swedish
Covenant Hospital in Chicago. He went to medical
school at Midwestern University, completed his
residency at Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine and his fellowship at the Chicago
Institute of Neurosurgery and Neuroresearch,
and is board certified in both internal medicine
and neurological surgery.
He sat down with us to discuss the critical need
for blood in surgery and why donating blood
is so important.
The following is an edited transcript of
our conversation.
How important is a safe and adequate blood
supply, particularly in a surgical setting?
If we didn’t have blood available, that would be
terrible! Most surgeries don’t need huge amounts
of blood, except in pediatric cases; however, the
collective amount of life-saving blood that is
needed is great. Sometimes newborns and young
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babies have malformation of their skulls. We have
to do intricate surgery – most people don’t know
that bone actually bleeds, and that is complicated
to control – and we also have to keep the blood
flow under control and oxygenated to protect
the brain and its functions.
For what purpose is the blood used in a
neurological setting?
Vascular health is a huge area of risk, because
surgery for the vascular system often involves
cases where the potential success of surgery
is dependent on the availability of blood to
keep the brain healthy and functioning at
its optimal level.
The best way to look at the brain is to realize that
25% of the energy transported by blood – the
oxygen – is responsible for the brain’s health.
That means we need blood to keep flowing
and provide the oxygen needed for the brain to
function. Aneurysms are something we have to
watch for - when a blood vessel ruptures.

Controlling blood loss is absolutely critical to
the patient’s health and well-being, as well as to
minimize blood loss. But because that is always
a potential danger, we always need blood to
be donated and on hand so it is available,
no matter what.
What happens if the blood is not available in
the right type and at the right time?
If we don’t have blood available for routine
surgeries, we postpone cases. But that doesn’t
take care of trauma patients who must have
blood available.
Why do you think patients are unaware of the
need for more blood donations?
Often, I think it because no one makes them
aware. That’s a job for everyone – the physician,
the people who are arranging the surgery, as well
as the public at large. It’s something we all assume
will be there.
Do you think the general public takes blood for
granted? Why?
We live in a time where we take a lot of things
for granted. The corona virus has shown us that
we need to be more aware of what’s going on
around us. To me that means not just being aware
for myself – but also for the people around me.
There is always a way to help someone else, and
donating blood is one of the easiest and most
meaningful ways. It literally saves lives!

What would you tell people about
donating blood?
It’s hard to convince some people. They don’t like
needles; they don’t want to have any pain; they
don’t think they have the time. But as a surgeon,
if the lack of blood delays surgery, the need to
convince people to give becomes crystal clear,
especially at a time when people are so globally
oriented. We were put here to help each other.
We need to think about the people around us and
how we can make things better for them. Giving
blood is one way.
People are often willing to donate organs, but
donating blood is very similar and it can do
more! Ask yourself: “Won’t I feel better if I’ve
helped someone else be healthier, given them
the opportunity to proceed with their lives?”
The reward comes from knowing you’ve
made a difference.
Blood Science Foundation offers people who
cannot or prefer not to donate blood the
opportunity to donate money instead. What
message would you share with them related
to this option?
If you can’t give blood, think about those who
cannot live without blood – sickle cell patients,
cancer patients, newborns with cranial issues.
Gifts of money are just as necessary as blood itself
– because every pint of blood must be processed
and guaranteed as safe to use – so the dollars
given do a lot to help as well.

In my field, we are looking at greater use of
robotics and artificial intelligence, but neither
of those can take the place of blood. There is no
substitute, so I urge everyone to give blood as
often as they can, no matter where they live, or
how old they are. Blood donations matter!
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INFOCUS

Raising A Glass
Foundation Partners with Pittsburgh Magazine
for the Whiskey Festival in Pittsburgh
Blood Science Foundation served as the nonprofit
partner of Pittsburgh Magazine’s Whiskey & Fine
Spirits Festival, held on October 23, 2019, at the
Rivers Casino on Pittsburgh’s North Shore.

Guests could sample more than 300 premium
distilled spirits from around the world, including
whiskey, scotch, bourbon, tequila, gin, rum
and vodka. They also had the opportunity to
interact with industry representatives, experience
interactive spirit lounges and enjoy delicious bites
prepared by the Rivers Casino culinary team.
The event also served as a fundraiser for Blood
Science Foundation, with proceeds from a portion
of the evening’s ticket sales benefiting
the organization.
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INFOCUS

Time to Motor
Bloodmobile Arrives in Pittsburgh
Vitalant Pittsburgh has some shiny new wheels
after taking delivery of its new state-of-theart bloodmobile this past fall, the result of a
fundraising effort by Blood Science Foundation.
The new arrival enables Vitalant team members to
collect blood in hard-to-reach communities and
neighborhoods throughout western PA.
Take a look at some of the new features that will
bolster our blood donation efforts:
•

Now with climate control, the new coach
is taller and wider, making it feel much
roomier for donors giving blood and on-site
employees collecting blood.

•

Upgraded cots are more comfortable with
greater versatility, letting the donor use
either arm for drawing blood.

•

A commercial driver’s license is not required,
making it easier for us to recruit eligible
drivers to operate the vehicle.

“We continue our push to raise awareness of
the need for more people to donate blood on
a regular basis in the region. Although we’ve
seen some progress, our area still only collects
about half of the blood locally that is needed
by our hospital partners,” said Charles Wilcox,
Northeast Division president, Vitalant.
“Our new bloodmobile gives us another
critical tool in our efforts.”

“Our new bloodmobile
gives us another critical
tool in our efforts.”
A grant from the Richard King Mellon Foundation
secured by Blood Science Foundation made the
purchase of the vehicle possible.
Vitalant and Blood Science Foundation leaders
hope to replicate the bloodmobile effort in
Chicago. Stay tuned for the details!
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INFOCUS

Fresh Faces
Foundation Welcomes New Board Members
This winter, Blood Science Foundation welcomed three new members
to the organization’s board of directors.

Nancy Gump Angus is executive director of the Mario Lemieux Foundation in
Pittsburgh. Serving in this role since 1998, Angus manages and oversees all the
foundation’s business activities and fundraising events. She also facilitates all
the foundation’s charitable giving. With more than 25 years of professional
experience, Angus previously held roles with the Ohio House of
Representatives, Central Park Conservancy and UST, Inc.

Judy Murtha is executive vice president and director of treasury management
and corporate services at Dollar Bank in Pittsburgh. Serving in this capacity since
2014, Murtha has held roles of increasing responsibility in the banking industry
in western Pennsylvania since 1980. She has been a Certified Treasury
Professional (CTP) for more than 35 years.

Russ York is vice president of commercial property and casualty insurance at
Liberty Insurance in Pittsburgh. He gives back to the Pittsburgh area by being
involved in the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and the Woiner Foundation.

“Our newest board members bring a wealth of experience and expertise across a wide range of
professions,” said Dr. Donald McGraw, Chairman of the Blood Science Foundation Board of Directors.

“We are delighted to welcome them to the Blood Science Foundation
Board and have every confidence that their guidance and counsel will
serve the organization well.”
Angus, Murtha and York officially joined the board in December.
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I get to be a
wife and a mom
because people
donated blood.

FACES OF DONATION

A SECOND CHANCE
Chicago Mom Cherishes Life-Changing Power of Blood
The birth of a child is a joyous event, a time
when a family widens its circle and welcomes
a new member.
For Stephanie Arnold, the birth of her second
child turned into a compelling lesson about
the life altering power of a readily available
blood supply.
Doctors nearly lost her after she delivered a
healthy baby boy. She was clinically dead for
37 seconds and needed 60 units of blood in
her rare blood type.
“The fact that 60 different people gave of their
blood, sweat and tears to help save my life is
100 percent the reason why I’m alive,” Stephanie
reflected. “I get to be a wife and a mom because

people donated blood. I get to experience
memories, and love my family, and see my child
graduate from kindergarten. I get to kiss my
husband. The things I probably took for granted
before this all happened.”
Today, Stephanie takes every opportunity to share
her story of survival with anyone who is willing
to listen. She is a published author and frequent
featured speaker.

“The fact that 60 different people
gave of their blood, sweat and
tears to help save my life is 100
percent the reason why I’m alive.”
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DONOR APPRECIATION

Thank You to Our Donors
We gratefully acknowledge our donors who have
generously given their financial support:
Patricia Abrego Santucci
Rebecca Acer
Adler Planetarium
Andrea Alesi
All Star Sports Bar & Grill
Michael Allen
American Walks
Hassan Amhaz
AMPD Group
Ann Anderson
Nancy Angus
ANSYS, Inc.
Aon Corporation
Aracri’s Greentree Inn
Timothy Armanious
Stephanie Arnold
Arsenal Bowl
Arsenal Cider House & Wine Cellar
Scott Avolio
Babb, Inc.
Kristie Baloh
Roberta Barnes
William Bates
Richard Beeman
Bella Notte Pizza & More
Bessemer Trust
Big Burrito Restaurant Group
Terrence Bilkey
Birdsfoot Golf Club
Natalie Birk
Casey Biser
Tonja Bittorf
Rachel Blanchard
Charles Bracken Jr.
Garry Brandt
Louann Brandt
Brentwood Bank
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC
Mike Bunte
Burket Truby Funeral Home Cremation
and Alternative Services, Inc.
Gary Burner
Edward Byrnes
Jamie Calabrese
Amalya Campbell
Bahar Campbell
Kim Cantalamessa
Michael Canvin
Victor Capozzolo
Thomas Cappelle
Carl Sandburg HS CHSD 230
CDW
Century Square Luxury Cinemas
Kathleen Chameli
David Chase
Chicago Bears
Chicago Cubs
Chicago Pizza Tours
Chicago Shakespeare Theater
Chicago White Sox
Gery Chico
Sunny Chico
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Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC
Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh
Willeam Choby M.D.
City Theatre Company
Clapp Charitable & Educational Trust
Lisa Clayton
Michael Cleavenger
Lawrence Cohn
Robert Colabianchi
Bob Cole
Nancy Cole
Community Foundation’s nTelos Wireless
Foundation
Cool Springs
James Covert
Anthony Criscella
Maria Criscella
Crowne Plaza Hotel & Suites Pittsburgh
South
CS-B2 Investments dba AlphaGraphics
Maryanne Curran
Courtney Davies
Jennifer Davis
Alan Dean
Jeffrey Deane
DeLallo’s Fort Couch Cafe
Jeffrey Derrico
Michael Desimone
Ben Dicke
Greg DiGioia
Dinette
DiSalvo’s Station
Pete Dochinez
Dollar Bank Foundation
Martin Dorfner
DoubleTree by Hilton Pittsburgh Greentree
Terri Dowd
Drury Hotels Company, LLC
Raymond Drymalski
Grant Duffield
Matthew Dunlap
DuPage County Area Project (DuCAP)
Dana Dutzik
Heather Dyke
Eat’n Park
Elias Savion Advertising
Donald Ellenberger
Escape Room Pittsburgh
Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
Few Spirits Distillery
Paul Fireman
Fireman Creative
First Bank of Highland Park Foundation
Colleen Fitzgerald
Thomas Fitzgerald
Five Roses Pub
Maggie Fleming
Flexan, LLC
Kent Foster
Robert Fronduti
Henry Gailliot

Dolores Galliford
Frauke Gartzke
Shane Gastecki
Scott Gbur
John Gentry
Giant Eagle, Inc. Corporate Giving Program
Mark Giaquinto
Zach Gimbel
Dennis Giorno
Kelly Glass
Becky Glimco
John Glimco
Good Life Wine & Spirit Importers
Connor Gormley
Carlo Govia
Greenlee Derrico Posa, LLC
Dr. James Gregory
Margaret Grubbs
Mary Ann Gruden
Savannah Guz
Joseph Habib
Linda Hahn
Hall Render Killian Heath & Lyman, P.C.
Timothy Hammer
Patrick Hampson
Alexandrine Harig
Kevin Harig
Marie Harrigan
Tawanna Havrilak
Julia Headley
Heinz History Center
Noreen Heron
Highmark Foundation
Hilton Garden Inn Pittsburgh/Southpointe
Nicole Hock
Henry Hoffstot, III
Patrick Hogle
Madeline Holdsworth
Holiday Inn Express & Suites PittsburghSouth Side
Lawrence Hozempa
Thomas Huey
Dr. Kathy Humphrey
Dr. Joseph Imbriglia M.D.
iO Theater
Courtney Jamokha
Jessica Janoff
Michael Jones
Victoria Kalan
Jeff Keenan
Andrew Kiefer
Mary Anne Kilburg
Kimpton Gray Hotel
Daniel King
Matt Knust
Judith Kurzdorfer
Joseph Kuznicki
Kimberly Kwolek
Lamar Advertising
Laugh Factory
Gina Leach
Evelyn Lee

LeMont Restaurant
Lettuce Entertain You
Jonathan Levinson
Lee Levitt
Ralph Liberatore
Little E’s Pizzeria
Russell Livingston
Lone Pine Country Club
John Lorenz
Lynfred Winery
Lisa Maloney
Badri Mangalam
Nicholas Maochi
Mike Marasco
Michael Markosky
Beth Mascetta
Massage Envy - Squirrel Hill
Patricia Mastandrea
Carole McAdams
Christine McClure
Kevin Mccorkle
Gerald McFarlin, IV
Dr. Donald McGraw
Jackson McNutt
Chris Merlo
Debbie Merritt
Katherine Michels
Microsoft
Millcraft Investments, Inc.
Caite Miller
Martin Minnocci
David Miscampbell
Shelley Miscampbell
Tiffany Miscampbell
Kyle Mishler
Ian Montelius
Mountain Playhouse
Mountaineer Park, Inc.
Allen Moye
Charlene Muhar
Joseph Mullen
Jay Muller
Leila Murphy
Judy Murtha
Jayson Myers
Noreen Nalitz
National Aviary
Next Dimension Components Inc.
Ethan Nicholas
Thomas Nist
Nixon Peabody
Dr. Pierre Noel
Richard Novak
Michael Nuzzo
Donna Nye
O’Hare-Midway Limousine Service
Nick Oksavsky
Olde Stonewall Golf Club
Olive Garden Italian Restaurant
Omni William Penn Hotel
Operation Escape Room
Opus One Productions

Jody Oshita-Bajor
Robert Ostrowski
Roger Oxendale
Painting with a Twist
Palmer House Hilton
Melanie Pantalone
Antonis Papadourakis
Dr. Mona Papari
Spiro Papas
Paper Products Company
Brian Parker
Pennsylvania Trolley Museum
David Perez
Perryman Company
Jacquelyn Peters
Kristin Petrosky
PFM Asset Management LLC
Pinot’s Palette
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre
Pittsburgh Magazine
Pittsburgh Opera, Inc.
Pittsburgh Penguins Foundation
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
Pittsburgh Zoo & PPG Aquarium
PNC Financial Services
PNC Wealth Management
ProGuide
PromoWest North Shore - Stage AE
Elizabeth Quinn
Samantha Rafter
Paige Randazzo
Ravinia Festival

Eleanor Reigel
Richard King Mellon Foundation
Maxwell Rickard
Rivers Casino Pittsburgh
Gerald Rixie
Paul Rizotto
Doug Rumbarger
S&T Bank
Salem’s Market & Grill
Salvi Media LLC
Vince Sands
Rebecca Savolskis
Anthony Scafede
Schneider Downs & Co., Inc.
James Schraith
Schraith Family Trust
Holly Seese
Prashanth Seetharam
Sequoia Enterprises, LLC
Sean Settle
Seven Springs Mountain Resort
Shadyside Inn All Suites Hotel
Sharky’s Cafe
Shore Corporation
Leslie Skolnekovich
Skydeck Chicago
Christopher Small
Ellen Small
Sara Small
Stephen Small
Robert Smeltz
Southside Works Cinema

Ray Speicher
St. Bernard Hospital
Chris Stephens
Debi Stoner
Richard Stover
Matthew Suhey
Clare Sullivan
Swedish Covenant Hospital
The Carlton
The Drake Hotel
The Field Museum
The Great Escape Room
The Jack Buncher Foundation
The Meadows Racetrack & Casino
The Pittsburgh Business Exchange
The Pittsburgh Foundation
The Priory Hotel
The Rose Hotel Chicago O’Hare
The Second City
The Sterling Room
The Yard
Douglas Thompson
Tippins Foundation
Gayle Tissue
Toscana Brick Oven
Nicholas Toy
Marianne Tress
Dr. Darrell Triulzi
Rob Tuscano
Underground Donut Tour
United Way of Southwestern Pennsylvania
UPMC

Emily Valencia
Barb Valle
Valley Brook Country Club
Vincent’s of Greentree
Vitalant
Jay Vuillemot
Patrick Wallace
David Walsh
Washington Country Club
Washington Financial Bank
Peter Wast
Dr. Jonathan Waters
Waterworks Cinemas
Christina Watson
Wheeling Country Club
Nike Whitcomb
Nike B. Whitcomb Associates, Inc.
Robert White
William White
WI Patterson Charitable Fund
Anne Wickland
Charlie Wilcox
Adam Wilhelm
Suzanne Winn
Wintrust
Jaime Woods
Daniel Woolson
Susan Wulczyn
Joann Zajackowski
Zanie’s Comedy Club
Ashley Zilich
Zoup!
Christine Zrinsky

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

MEET SUNNY CHICO
A Cuban immigrant raised on Chicago’s North Side, Sunny Chico has always believed
that education can transform lives. She brings this passion and her expansive
experience to her role as a member of both the Blood Science Foundation Board of
Directors and the Vitalant Board of Directors.
Sunny’s mother was a teacher, which inspired her to become a special education
teacher. She later served as assistant for education to the lieutenant governor of the
State of Illinois and as regional secretary for the U.S. Department of Education.
She is the founder of SPC Educational Solutions, which delivers innovative education
programs designed to help schools meet their improvement goals so that students,
parents, and communities can succeed.
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COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

Shooting Well Below Par
Solid Turnout for Swing from the Heart
Golfers teed it up and took their best swing at Blood Science
Foundation’s second annual “Swing from the Heart” fundraiser
in Pittsburgh this past fall.
Held October 4, 2019, at the region’s Topgolf facility, the event
raised money for Vitalant Pittsburgh’s High School Scholarship
Program, which awards scholarship funds to schools who
host blood drives.
“We couldn’t have asked for a more beautiful day for golf,” said
Mark Giaquinto, president and CFO of BloodScience Foundation.

“Beyond raising dollars for the scholarship
program, we believe we also raised
awareness among attendees – about the
critical need to secure a safe, adequate
blood supply for the entire region.”
After a buffet breakfast, teams of golfers competed in
point-scoring golf games, and the top teams won prizes.
Attendees were also able to participate in a silent auction.
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RESEARCH ROUND-UP

Vitalant Innovation Center
A Place for Transformation
In the coming years, Vitalant will establish the
Vitalant Innovation Center (VIC) as a visible example
of revolutionary change.
VIC’s objectives include improving operational
efficiency by evaluating and leveraging vendor
developed technologies, improving patient care
and outcomes by working with hospital customers
and developing new blood products, and creating a
testing environment where people can innovate and
experiment with ideas.
Additionally, VIC will participate in clinical trials for
developing and advancing new blood products
and technologies for improved patient care and
outcomes. It will also provide opportunities to
partner with vendors and key hospital customers to

assist in the development and evaluation of blood
products, techniques, services and software. These
partners will work closely with the VIC to assist
Vitalant in developing its customer portfolio of
blood products and services.
VIC will be a place for transformation where others
can see extraordinary results.
Blood Science Foundation has been asked to
begin fundraising to support Vitalant research
including the creation of VIC.
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Your Turn
Consider a financial contribution to Blood Science Foundation today.
Your generosity helps us to fulfill our mission. Donate online, or contact us.

Pittsburgh

875 Greentree Road
Parkway Center #5
Pittsburgh, PA 15220
(412) 209-7192

Chicago

5505 Pearl Street
Rosemont, IL 60018
(847) 260-2920

www.bloodsciencefoundation.org

